The project assumes a clear distribution of the programme within the existing structure. The whole space of the ground floor will be adapted for exhibition halls, accessible from the entrance hall and the main circulation routes. The possibility of temporarily opening off the existing walls enables occasional accessibility of the exhibition spaces directly from the square. Other functions are located on the first floor. The entirety is based on a clear circulation system, designed without any barriers, as an extension of the square. The new connection on first floor enables a link between all functional blocks (offices, educational space, lecture/concert hall), enabling free circulation around the whole building. Accessibility of all spaces is meant to enhance the openness of PLATO Ostrava as an institution.

**FUNCTION**

The project assumes a clear distribution of the programme within the existing structure. The whole space of the ground floor will be adapted for exhibition halls, accessible from the entrance hall and the main circulation routes. The possibility of temporarily opening off the existing walls enables occasional accessibility of the exhibition spaces directly from the square. Other functions are located on the first floor. The entirety is based on a clear circulation system, designed without any barriers, as an extension of the square. The new connection on first floor enables a link between all functional blocks (offices, educational space, lecture/concert hall), enabling free circulation around the whole building. Accessibility of all spaces is meant to enhance the openness of PLATO Ostrava as an institution.